Abstract. Being the second stage of the fourfold translation motion, "aggression" indicates the translator's textual perception and comprehension. Steiner declared this motion as an unavoidable mark of attack. Lefevere also pointed out that translation functions in a given culture at a given time. The way they understand themselves and their culture is one of the factors that may influence the way in which they translate. The translator's intention and preference are involved in this stage. Many typical cases are employed to exemplify the "aggression" in translating.
Introduction
The Joy Luck Club is composed of four sections, each containing four separated stories. The sixteen stories are interlocking and interrelated. As a result, there are altogether sixteen titles in this novel. It is known that in Chinese novels, the title of each chapter functions as a summary of the content. Hence, the title should indicate the main topic of each chapter so that after a casual scan, the readers can grasp the main idea.
On Translator's Subjectivity in the Light of Steiner's Fourfold Translation Motion on the Perspective of "Aggression"
Making the titles inclusive of the content is a writing strategy which a writer bears in mind. As an excellent writer, Cheng Naishan followed the conventional rule and made some adjustments to the title during the process of translation.
For Example:
Technique Titles in the source text Titles in the target text
Adjustment
Feather From a Thousand Li Away 
As illustrated in the table, the translator adopted the creative translation strategy instead of literal translation. Cheng Naishan made some adjustments in translating the first nine titles. With the consideration of conveying the Amy Tan's intended meaning, the translator deleted, added or adapted some words while translating. The above-cited titles are analyzed one by one as follows:
"Feathers from a Thousand Li away" was translated as "千里鸿毛一片心". Actually, there is no "一片心" in the source text, but Cheng added it to convey the essence of this story. "一片心" refers to mother's wonderful imagination of America and good wishes to her daughter.
"The Joy Luck Club" is the title of the first story in the first section. This club is a mahjong party which is held weekly. It was translated into "喜福会". In Chinese, "喜" and "福" indicate auspiciousness. Chinese people pursue joy and luck in their lifetime as the four Chinese families in this novel. So the target readers can easily understand the author's intention through this title.
"Scar" is the third story's name in the first section, which was translated as "伤疤的故事". A bowl of boiling soup was spilled on An-Mei's neck because she wanted to get reunited with her guilty mother. As a result, the protagonist An-Mei got a scar on her neck. Later on An-mei's mother cut a piece of flesh to save her own mother, of course, a scar was left on her body. Two scars share one theme: Daughters' affection toward their beloved mothers.
"The Red Candle" was translated as "红烛泪". The translator added "泪" to create the miserable, sad and even tragic atmosphere. The protagonist Lindo Jong was appointed as Huang Taitai's daughter-in-law. She is so despaired about the torture in marriage and mustered up courage to make a change for her fate. She blew out her husband's candle on purpose in order to declare that her marriage was not a sealed one. In China, the red candle symbolizes happiness and prosperity. However, people will shed tears when they are sad. Cheng Naishan translated the title's name in a creative way in order to make sharp contrast.
"The Twenty-six Malignant Gates" was translated as "道道重门". Mothers want their daughters to take the book called The Twenty-six Malignant Gates as a guide to avoid the accidents. The translator adopted the duplicate word to highlight that there will be a lot of unforeseen troubles in the future. The word "重" can be understood as "重" with the pronunciation "zhong", which means heavy and important. Meanwhile, it can be pronounced as the "chong", which means repeating. This translated version uncovers the intended meaning of the source text.
"Rule of the Game" was translated as "棋盘上的较量". It can be noticed that the translator added "棋盘上" and changed "规则" into "较量". Compared with "规则"， "较量" embodies more aggressive meanings. So readers can directly feel the fierce chess competition.
"美国游戏规则" is the translated version of "American Translation". The translator believed that cultural gaps do exist between China and American. Mutual-understanding can only be achieved in terms of interpretation between Chinese and Americans.
"Rice Husband" was translated into "饭票丈夫". A Chinese old saying goes like that, "Where there is a husband, there are meals and dresses."(嫁汉嫁汉，穿衣吃饭) According to Chinese convention: Men outside, women inside. Men shoulder the responsibility to support the family. But Lena's husband announces that their marriage is on the basis of equality, especially financially equal. They go Dutch in their marriage. Cheng Naishan made tiny adjustment to create ironic effect.
"Queen Mother of The Western Skies" was translated into "
". The Chinese four-character idiom stands for the God who takes charge of human being's marriage. Cheng translated it in this way to illustrate the following stories related to marriage. Cheng adopted the creative translation technique in translating the rest eleven titles. The translator's subjectivity is quite noticeable, since the translated versions successfully convey Amy Tan's intention through the translator's elaborate design.
"The Moon Lady" was translated as "中秋之夜". In Chinese, the moon lady refers to "嫦娥", who is living on the moon. "The Moon Lady" is a story which happened in the night of Mid-autumn Day. Ignored by her mother, the heroine Ying-ying lost her way. "中秋之夜" and Ying-ying's loss are in sharp contrast, so the translator created the eccentric effect on purpose.
"凌迟之痛" is the translated version of "The Voice from the Wall". The heroine named Ying-ying killed her own baby son in China and she lost another son in America. Consequently, the sadness overwhelms Ying-ying. "凌迟" refers to the cruelest death penalty in ancient China. Ying-ying lost her two beloved sons. The pains she suffered are equal to the cruelty of "凌迟". The translator successfully reflected the protagonist's sorrowful mood.
"Half and Half" was translated as "信仰和命运". Rose Hsu Jordan, the main character, who believes that one's life is decided half by fate and half by one's belief. One's fate may be doomed and also can be accidentally changed, so Cheng's translated version points out the essence of this story.
"慈母心" is the translated version of "Two Kinds". This story illustrates that Jing-mei is the apple of her mother Suyuan's eyes. Suyuan insists that Jing-mei should learn to play the piano, but the piano is not Jing-mei's cup of tea. As a result, she holds a rebellious attitude toward her mother's instruction. She makes every effort to resist the piano, which let her mother disappointed. To sum up, Cheng's translated version directly reveals mother's affection to her beloved daughter.
"美国女婿拜见中国丈母娘" is the translated version of "Four Directions". Waverly was afraid that her mother would not accept her second husband. This title functions as a summary of the story. Chinese-American cultural conflicts are posed through her husband's visiting. Thus, the translator employed creative translating technique to introduce the plot of this story.
"离婚之痛" is derived from "Without Wood". Rose Hsu Jordan was abandoned by her husband. The divorce compensation is just the divorcing paper and a check for ten-thousand dollars. There is an American proverb, "out of wood", which means "get rid of dangers". That is to say, Rose can avoid the dangers by bravely striving for her own rights. And another proverb associated with wood is "take to the woods", which indicates the meaning of "evade the responsibility". Rose's husband wants to evade the marital obligation. Cheng Naishan's translation is pinpoint and accurate for she revealed the connotative meaning of this title.
"Best Quality" was translated as "哎唷妈妈". The translator's subjectivity can be clearly noticed through the translated title. Cheng Naishan utilized Shanghai dialects "哎唷" to illustrate that Jing-mei behaves like a spoiled child in front of her mother. It is universally acknowledged that mother's affection to her child is the best quality mothers possess.
"姨太太的悲剧" is the translated version of "Magpies". An-mei's mother told her daughter a tale that her tears will turn to magpies. The essence of this tale is that one's tears cannot wipe away his sorrow but add to others joys. Cheng Naishan uncovered the hidden meaning and pointed out the theme of this story.
"Waiting Between the Trees" was translated as "男人靠不住". Ying-ying's daughter was born in the year of "Tiger". It is known that tigers capture food in the forest which is definitely full of trees. Thus, Ying-ying hopes that her daughter will be a brave and strong person and can lead a well-off life just like a tiger living in the forest. However, Ying-ying was betrayed by her husband. In her opinion, men are not reliable or trustworthy. The translated version echoes the heroine Ying-ying's view.
"Double Face" was translated as "在中国和美国间摇摆". "Face" stands for people's different behaviors under different cultural contexts. The translator compares oversea Chinese to a clock pendulum, swinging between China and the US. Cheng unfolds the connotation of this story.
"共同的母亲" is the translated text of "A Pair of Ticket". The author used the tickets to symbolize the family reunion. The translated title deepens the theme: Blood is thicker than water.
Conclusion
In a word, aggression reflected in the translation of titles is visible and obvious and the translator has successfully interpreted the original author's intention to the target readers. In the aggression move, the translator invaded the author's horizon and made necessary adjustments based on her own understanding of the source text. Her aggression is clearly reflected in the translation of the title. In this stage, the translator is the subjective operator to manipulate the translation practice.
